Effect of increase in ploidy on the activation of nucleolar organizer regions in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells.
The effect of increased ploidy on the activation of specific nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) was examined by comparing the distribution and frequency of active NORs in pseudodiploid Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells with a quasi-tetraploid hybrid line. Active NORs were identified on both unrearranged chromosomes and isochromosomes of the Z group by silver staining. The increase in cell ploidy in the hybrid did not result in the complete inactivation of specific NORs or the activation of a previously silent NOR. However, for several chromosome pairs identified as carrying NORs, apparent translocations and deletions which produced the karyotype of the pseudodiploid cells deleted or inactivated the NOR of one member of a homologous pair. When two copies of such chromosomes were present in the quasi-tetraploid hybrid line, the activity of their NORs showed apparent coordination. Furthermore, the frequency of activity of individual NORs in two CHO lines and in a quasi-tetraploid hybrid line suggests that active NORs are not inherited directly.